Clinical utility of the Defensive Functioning Scale in the assessment of depression.
The Defensive Functioning Scale (DFS) and Overall Defensive Functioning score (ODF) have been used as reliable and valid measures of defense structure when applied to clinical narratives. This study aims to replicate and extend positive clinical validity data for the ODF in the assessment of depression and examine the relationship between specific defense levels of the DFS and depressive symptoms. Sixty-nine outpatients who completed the Symptom Checklist 90-Revised and Personality Assessment Inventory were rated on the DFS by trained clinicians. Lower (more maladaptive) scores on the ODF were significantly related to the presence and severity of patient-reported depression symptoms. Furthermore, depression symptoms were significantly related to both the presence of low-level action defenses and an absence of higher-range defenses in the mental inhibitions-obsessional level. Findings from this study provide further support for the clinical application and relevance of the DFS system; support the theory of defensive processes falling into a hierarchy of adaptive functioning; and, because of a naturalistic setting, are highly generalizable to real-world practice.